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Key Messages

AEGON Institutional Markets’ strategic focus:
� Build long-term economic value and generate sustainable, profitable
top-line growth
� Business diversification:
–
–
–
–

multi-product
multi-customer
multi-market
multi-distribution channel

� Broaden business platform
� Integrated asset/liability management — optimizing long-term
economic returns
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Business Units

AEGON Americas

Life & Protection

Individual Savings
& Retirement

Pensions &
Asset Management

AEGON
Direct Marketing
Services

Transamerica
Capital
Management

Diversified
Investment
Advisors

Extraordinary
Markets

Transamerica
Fund
Advisors

Transamerica
Investment
Management

AEGON
Institutional
Markets

Long Term Care

Monumental
Life

Transamerica
Retirement
Management

Transamerica
Insurance &
Invest Group

Transamerica
Retirement
Services

World
Financial
Group
Transamerica
Worksite
Marketing
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Institutional

Reinsurance

Transamerica
Reinsurance

IMD Business Profile

AEGON
Institutional Markets
(IMD)

Payout Products *
(Structured Settlements)

Institutional Markets

Structured Products

Guaranteed and life
contingent payout
products for individual
and group settlements

Guaranteed spread and
fee products for the
institutional marketplace

Product opportunities at
the nexus of insurance,
capital and institutional
markets

* Closed block of business
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Business Growth

$ in billions
50.0

50.0

48.9

49.8

43.6
41.7

40.0

39.8
34.8

30.0

34.8

30.4

30.1

36.0

31.5

28.4
24.2
21.5

20.0

19.9
15.8

10.0

17.8
15.4

23.6

24.7

25.7

26.3

20.8

17.7

13.0
8.1

0.0

1.6

1996

1997

1998

1999

Institutional Fee

2000

2001

2002

2.5

2.6

2003

2004

Institutional Spread

2.9

2005

3.7

2006 2Q2007 3Q2007

Structured Products

Note: Fee balances are primarily off-balance sheet (synthetic GICs). Historical product balances represent combined AEGON and
Transamerica business. Structured Products reflects both on- and off-balance sheet (notional) balances.
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5.0

Business Mix Profile

Diversification of liability funding
sources and risks
� Market
� Customer
� Distribution channel
� Product type / features
� Maturity profile
Institutional spread based balance

Institutional synthetic GIC/Other balance

as of September 30, 2007

as of September 30, 2007

AGIM
8%
Other
9%

FHLB funding
agreements
9%

Traditional GICs
8%

Municipal investment
agreements
15%
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Strategic benefits
� Risk mitigation
� Balanced growth opportunities
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Principal Liquidity
Other
protection facility
fee
guarantees
2%
1%
2%
Synthetic
CDO/CDS
9%

MTN Term
17%

MTN FRN
15%

MTN Ext.
5%
Short-indexed funding
agreements
14%

Synthetic GICs
86%

Institutional Business Mix at a Glance

Institutional Products
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Target market

Balance (as of 9/30/2007)

Highlights

Monumental Global term

Global investors

$ 6.4 billion

116 contracts
8 currencies

Monumental Global Floating
Rate Notes

U.S. short-term
investors

$ 5.7 billion

Issuing 1-2 year notes

Monumental Global Extendible
Notes

U.S. sec lenders

$ 1.8 billion

10-year final term,
3-year initial maturity

AEGON Global Institutional Markets
(AGIM)

European investors

$ 3.3 billion

14 contracts
4 currencies

Short-indexed funding agreements

U.S. Money Market Funds

$ 5.6 billion

365-day rolling term

Municipal Reinvestments

U.S. tax-exempt bond
issuers

$ 6.0 billion

18 years of underwriting
experience

GICs

U.S. 401(k), other savings
plans

$ 3.2 billion (traditional)
$ 47.7 billion (synthetic)

#1 synthetic GIC provider

Federal Home Loan Bank

Government Sponsored
Enterprise

$ 3.4 billion

Collateralized borrowing, shortterm and long-term

TAFCO/TASLIN Commercial Papers
programs

U.S. short-term
investors

$ 0.3 billion

Cash management tool

Structured Products

$ 8.1 billion

Other

$ 2.3 billion

Total

$ 93.9 billion
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Asset / Liability Management Overview

� Manage both sides of the balance sheet
–
–

Diversification of asset risks
Diversification of liability funding sources and risks
• Market
• Customer
• Distribution channel
• Product type/features
• Maturity profile

Institutional Portfolio Mgmt Team

Institutional
Markets Division

Investments
Portfolio Manager

� Highly integrated asset/liability management
(“ALM”) approach
–
–
–

Market-specific cross functional team approach
Portfolio Management Team (“PMT”) responsible
for optimizing ALM
Monitoring and feedback loop

Corporate Risk

� Disciplined and proven process
–
–
–
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Applied and refined since mid-80’s
Tested through multiple market environments and
cycles
Consistent, profitable results
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Cash Mgmt Team

Derivatives Mgmt Team

Competitive Advantages

� Large, diversified, well-rated parent
� Effective, integrated asset/liability management process
� Diversified funding sources
� Economies of scale
� Success at product and market development
� Substantial product, market and business platform
� Commitment to the institutional marketplace (20+ years)
� Quality, core employee talent pool
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Some Institutional Business Basics
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Basic Building Blocks

� We issue institutional liabilities:
– Client — e.g., a retirement plan — deposits money with us
G uaranteed
– We guarantee to repay the funds within a
I nvestment
certain period — e.g., 5 years
C ontract
– We also guarantee a rate of interest on
their money
– And we guarantee that their plan participants can get their money out at any time,
including their original principal plus any accumulated interest
• This is the “benefit-responsive” feature
• Available in tax-qualified plans
• Participant payment is at “book value” — e.g., if you put $1 in, you get $1 back,
plus all accrued earnings

� The traditional GIC is sold into “qualified” plans, such as 401(k) plans (defined
contribution, or “DC” plans). Funding agreements are very similar to GICs but
typically do not offer benefit-responsiveness or tax deferral
� Funding agreements are sold into “non-qualified” markets or funds, such as
money market funds, or to municipalities wanting to reinvest their bond issue
proceeds, or converted into medium term note programs for purchase by
institutional investors
� GICs and funding agreements are insurance contracts that rank pari passu
with other policyholders
11
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GICs and their Variants are our “spread” Business

� We earn a spread on the customer’s funds
– we invest these funds, and keep the difference between what we pay the
customer and what we earn on the investment

� We assume all the investment risk, and
– by structuring the product appropriately and investing well behind it,
we can make an attractive return

� We price for, and have achieved, unlevered returns in excess of 12%
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Traditional vs. Synthetic GICs

Traditional GICs
� We own assets and hold in our
general account
� We assume investment risks and
rewards
� More risk, higher margin, more
capital usage
401(k) Plan
Stable Value
Fund
Principal
+ interest

Deposit
Principal +
interest

Individual
Participant

AEGON’s
General
Account

Synthetic GICs (“Wraps”)
� Customer owns assets and hires an
asset manager
� Customer assumes all investment
risks and rewards
� Low risk, low margin, low capital
usage
Plan-owned
assets
Plan
Sponsor

Insurer
Investment
Book Value
Manager
Wrapper

Book-value benefit payments
(principal + stable credited interest)

Terms Defined:
Wrap: A contract that guarantees principal and accumulated interest, and participant-initiated withdrawals and transfers at book value. In
synthetic GICs, the selection of the wrap provider is generally made separately from the selection of the investment management services for
the underlying assets.
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Typical 401(k) Plan

Investment options available
to 401(k) participants

Stable Value Fund
Traditional GICs
Synthetic GICs

Benefits of stable value
(for plan participants)
� Better yield than cash longer term;
safe haven
� Protection of earnings and principal
� Reduced volatility of returns
� Increased growth / decreased risk

Separate Account GICs
Equity Mutual Funds
Bond Funds
Company Stock
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� Very attractive to risk-averse
participants – especially investors
who are near to retirement (or
whose children are near college)
who want a guarantee

Funding Agreement-Backed Notes

� A funding agreement (FA) is an insurance contract whereby an
insurance company has the obligation to pay set amounts of principle
and interest on specific dates
� The FA-backed note structure essentially converts an illiquid funding
agreement into liquid securities
� Resulting security is a medium-term note that can be readily bought
and sold through the capital markets
� FAs are pari passu with policyholder claims in all states where insurers
have established note programs

Terms Defined:
Pari Passu: Contract is given the same payback priority as individual policyholders, ahead of debt holders, in the event of an insolvency.
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FA-backed Notes: Product Profile

� Nice complement to traditional insurance and savings businesses
– 2006 weighted average life 4+ years or total weighted average life
4.5 years
– Cash-flow certainty
– Generally option-free (no put)
– Diversification of funding sources
– Swapped to US $ floating

� Use existing investment and asset/liability management (ALM) skills
to generate positive spreads on the incremental funding
� Benefits to investors:
–
–
–
–

16

Attractive yields
Access to high-quality, liquid, listed securities
Diversification through exposure to U.S. life insurance industry
Access to private customized paper
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Direct Funding Agreements

� Basic product features:
– Insurance contract sold by life companies;
pari passu with policyholders
– Guarantees principal plus floating rate of return,
typically tied to LIBOR or Fed funds
– Perpetual vs. term structures
– Eligible illiquid investment for 2a-7 money market funds
– Notice period of 12 months or longer
– We sell directly to funds

� AEGON’s structure:
– On day one, funding agreement has a 13-month maturity
– Every month the client extends the maturity back out to 13
months (client must take an action to extend the maturity)

� Controlled distribution
– Sell direct to clients
– Build strong institutional relationships
• Current average life is 10+ years
• In-force deposits back to 1987
17
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Terms Defined:
Money market fund:
A mutual fund that
invests in commercial
paper, banker’s
acceptances, repurchase
agreements, government
securities, CDs and other
highly liquid and safe
securities.
Rule 2a-7: Funds must
maintain a constant Net
Asset Value (NAV) of $1;
only invest in instruments
with maturities of less
than 13 months; have a
weighted average
maturity of less than 90
days; limit their invested
assets in a single issuer
to no more than 5%; not
invest more than 5% of
their total assets in lower
rated assets (A2/P2)
Notice period: gives the
contract holder the
option of selling the
contract back to the
issuer and getting its
money out after giving
the required notice.

Municipal Reinvestments
Market

Products

� Revenue bonds

� GICs

–
–
–
–
–

Repaid by revenue generated by
the project
Credit risk is specific to the project
Tax exempt and taxable
Bond proceeds invested outside
municipality’s general fund
Bond issuance limited by cap set by
Congress

� General obligation bonds
–
–
–
–

Repaid by tax money
Credit risk is the taxing authority of
the municipality
Tax exempt
Bond proceeds deposited into
municipality’s general fund

� Sectors
–
–
–
–
–
–
18

Municipalities

Education
Housing
Health care
Transportation
Public facilities
Utilities
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–
–
–
–
–
–

States
Cities
Counties
Special Districts
Schools/Universities
Statutory authorities

–

The majority of our business

� Repurchase agreements/collateralized
GICs
� AMBAC-wrapped separate account
–

When AAA/Aaa is needed to bid

� Forward Delivery Agreement (FDA)
� Example product features
–
–
–

Very long or very short-term contracts
Full flexibility of draws at par
Fixed-rate or floating-rate (LIBOR or BMA)

Institutional Business Market Shares

AEGON Institutional Markets - Market Shares
As of June 30, 2007

Market Position

Est. Market Share

Main Competitors

Synthetic GICs

1st

15%

JP Morgan, State Street,
AIG, Bank of America, UBS

Direct Funding
Agreements

3rd

15%

MetLife, New York Life,
Genworth, ING

Medium Term Notes

3rd

9%

AIG, MetLife, Principal,
Allstate

Traditional GICs

5th

9%

MetLife, Prudential,
Principal, New York Life

Municipal Reinvestments

8th

6%

FSA, MBIA, AIG, Ambac,
Trinity (GE)

Source: LIMRA International, Landmark Strategies, Standard & Poor's, Company Reports, Internal Research
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Performance Drivers

20
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Performance Measures
Earnings

Deposits – Spread based

(USD mln)

(USD mln)

140

15,000
120

13,000
100

11,000

80

9,000

60

7,000

40

5,000
3,000

20

1,000
-

1Q 2006

2Q 2006

3Q 2006

4Q 2006

Operating earnings before tax

1Q 2007

2Q 2007

3Q 2007

(1,000)

1Q 2006

2Q 2006

3Q 2006

4Q 2006

Underlying operating earnings before tax

Deposits – Synthetic GIC/Other

1Q 2007

2Q 2007

3Q 2007

YTD 2007

Net deposits

Account balances

(USD mln)

15,000

FY 2006

Gross deposits

(USD mln)
60,000

13,000
50,000

11,000
40,000

9,000
30,000

7,000

20,000

5,000
3,000

10,000

1,000
-

(1,000)

1Q 2006

2Q 2006

3Q 2006

4Q 2006

FY 2006

Gross deposits
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1Q 2007

Net deposits

2Q 2007

3Q 2007

YTD 2007

1Q 2005

2Q 2005

3Q 2005

4Q 2005

1Q 2006

2Q 2006 3Q 2006

Spread based account balance

4Q 2006

1Q 2007

Synthetic GIC/Other account balance

2Q 2007

3Q 2007

Earnings Drivers – Spread Business

Deposits
+

Starting balances

_

Balances

Withdrawals
X

Earnings

Investment returns
+
Cost of funds and
expenses

Implications
Grow profitability by increasing balances,
optimizing spreads and controlling
expenses

_

Spread

� Increasing balances
–
–

� Optimizing spreads
–
–
–
–
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Strong marketing/sales teams; business
diversification
Broaden and diversify business platform
Integrated ALM
Increase investment returns
Lower cost of funds
Tax efficiencies

Earnings Drivers – Deposits, Cost of Funds, Expenses

Deposits
+

Starting balances

_

Balances

Withdrawals
X

Earnings

Investment returns
+
Cost of funds and
expenses

_

Deposits
� Diversify: multi-product, multi-customer,
multi-market, multi-distribution channel
� Deliver additional business opportunities
in existing market segments
� Broaden business platform, e.g. through
international expansion (AGIM)
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Spread

Cost of funds and expenses
� Access multiple markets to diversify
and optimize funding sources, term
structure risks
� Focus on integrated ALM
� Optimize product design
� Price appropriately for risks and
spending levels

Earnings Drivers – Withdrawals

Deposits
+

Starting balances

_

Balances

Withdrawals
X
Investment returns
+
Cost of funds and
expenses

_

Spread

Withdrawals
� We manage to net deposits, not gross deposits
� Manage liability profile
–

Maturity limits control magnitude of cash/liquidity needs

� Fund across the curve
� Manage multiple sources of liquidity
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Earnings

Earnings Drivers – Investment Returns

Deposits
+

Starting balances

_

Balances

Withdrawals
X
Investment returns
+
Cost of funds and
expenses

_

Spread

Investment returns
� Primarily a “float/float” investment strategy
� Strong partnership and coordination with AEGON USA Investments
� Diversification of asset risks
� Tax efficiencies
� Selectively invest in alternative asset classes
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Earnings

Summary

� IMD manages its business for the long-term
� We are focused on building long-term economic value
and generating sustainable, profitable top-line growth
� We are a highly people-leveraged business
� We do the right thing – and we do it right
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AEGON Investor Relations
P.O. Box 85
2501 CB The Hague
The Netherlands
p : +31 70 344 8305
f : +31 70 344 8445
e : gca-ir@aegon.com

Cautionary Note regarding forward-looking Statements
Cautionary note regarding forward-looking statements
The statements contained in this presentation that are not historical facts are forward-looking statements as defined in the US Private Securities Litigation
Reform Act of 1995. The following are words that identify such forward-looking statements: believe, estimate, target, intend, may, expect, anticipate, predict,
project, counting on, plan, continue, want, forecast, should, would, is confident, will, and similar expressions as they relate to our company. These
statements are not guarantees of future performance and involve risks, uncertainties and assumptions that are difficult to predict. We undertake
no obligation to publicly update or revise any forward-looking statements. Readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance on these forward-looking
statements, which merely reflect company expectations at the time of writing. Actual results may differ materially from expectations conveyed in forwardlooking statements due to changes caused by various risks and uncertainties. Such risks and uncertainties include but are not limited to the following:
� Changes in general economic conditions, particularly in the United States, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom;
� Changes in the performance of financial markets, including emerging markets, such as with regard to:
- The frequency and severity of defaults by issuers in our fixed income investment portfolios; and
- The effects of corporate bankruptcies and/or accounting restatements on the financial markets and the resulting decline in the value of equity and debt
securities we hold;
� The frequency and severity of insured loss events;
� Changes affecting mortality, morbidity and other factors that may impact the profitability of our insurance products;
� Changes affecting interest rate levels and continuing low or rapidly changing interest rate levels;
� Changes affecting currency exchange rates, in particular the EUR/USD and EUR/GBP exchange rates;
� Increasing levels of competition in the United States, the Netherlands, the United Kingdom and emerging markets;
� Changes in laws and regulations, particularly those affecting our operations, the products we sell, and the attractiveness of certain products to our
consumers;
� Regulatory changes relating to the insurance industry in the jurisdictions in which we operate;
� Acts of God, acts of terrorism, acts of war and pandemics;
� Changes in the policies of central banks and/or governments;
� Litigation or regulatory action that could require us to pay significant damages or change the way we do business;
� Customer responsiveness to both new products and distribution channels;
� Competitive, legal, regulatory, or tax changes that affect the distribution cost of or demand for our products;
� Our failure to achieve anticipated levels of earnings or operational efficiencies as well as other cost saving initiatives; and
� The impact our adoption of the International Financial Reporting Standards may have on our reported financial results and financial condition.
Cautionary note regarding Regulation G (non-GAAP measure)
This presentation includes non-GAAP financial measures: net operating earnings, operating earnings before tax, value of new business and embedded
value. Value of new business and embedded value are not based on IFRS, which are used to prepare and report AEGON’s financial statements and should
not be viewed as a substitute for IFRS financial measures. AEGON believes the non-GAAP measures shown herein, together with GAAP information,
provides a meaningful measure for the investment community to evaluate AEGON’s business relative to the businesses of our peers.
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